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Presidents Message Fall 2020

Happy 3rd Anniversary NACC
Hard to believe that November 1st, 2020
marks the 3rd Anniversary of the National
Anonymous Call Centre.
For those of
you that are new to Crime Stoppers our
organization has always had a dependency on for-profit Third-Party Vendors to
supply phone answering services and Tip
Management software. This perceived
con’t page 5..
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It is hard to believe that it’s officially Fall and a change of seasons is upon us.
Perhaps
Change is the definitive word
when looking back on the last six
months.
The COVID Epidemic has changed our lives forever as we continue to look for the new norm.
Every Crime Stoppers program has experienced
an interruption to their normal fundraising activities, to attending Conferences, Zone Meetings
and in person Board Meetings. We have all been
introduced to Zoom, Teams, Skype, and Google
Hangouts, and social media has found an all new
importance in our daily activities.
Although the vast majority of Crime Stoppers programs have not qualified for financial support from
the Federal Government, many have found new
and innovative ways to raise funds and maintain
awareness within their communities. Events such
as Virtual Jail & Bails, Online Auctions, Virtual
Draws, and closer communication with previous
supporters have all assisted in bringing some financial relief.
By the time you read this newsletter the CSI
Awards will have been announced. I would like to
take this opportunity to congratulate all the winning submissions but especially those from Canada. Year after year Canadian Crime Stoppers
programs continue to excel with their accomplishments in education, awareness and community
involvement and produce results that are world
renown. Well done everyone!
Con’t page 3...
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Legal

Issues

FROM THE DESK OF THE NEW CCSA LEGAL ADVISOR
By Chris Somerville
Legal Advisor, Canadian Crime Stoppers Association
As of July 1, I assumed the honour of serving as CCSA Legal Advisor from
Robert Gill. Throughout my years working with Crime Stoppers, Bob’s mentorship inspired and guided me tremendously. I can’t thank him enough.

As a Partner with Affleck Greene McMurtry LLP in Toronto, I have a wideranging litigation practice, where Crime Stoppers holds a very special
place. I look forward to working with Crime Stoppers programs nationwide
in my new role.
Going forward in this section of the CCSA Newsletter, I will be providing
summaries of notable cases concerning informer privilege – a critical legal
doctrine for Crime Stoppers programs everywhere in Canada. These cases
will range from recent developments to classic decisions that have been
cited for many years. Today I begin with R. v. Sandhu, decided by the Ontario Court of Appeal on July 22, 2020.
Case Summary: R. v. Sandhu, 2020 ONCA 479

Facts: Following a tip from a confidential police informant regarding a large
pending drug shipment, the Toronto Police Service started an investigation
resulting in the arrest of four men and the seizure of 71 kg of cocaine and other drugs. At trial, one of the accused asked the judge to identify the informer on the basis that they were a
police agent not protected by informer privilege and that his innocence was stake.
Decision: First, the trial judge conducted an in camera and ex parte hearing and confirmed
the informer was not a police agent. Second, the judge heard and rejected the accused’s evidence that identifying the informer would raise any reasonable doubt. The Court of Appeal
emphatically upheld the trial judge’s decision, providing an excellent recap of the tests for
evaluating the existence of informer privilege and the innocence at stake exception.
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I would again like to remind all programs to be informed on the issues of IP Tracking. Recommendations have been made by CCSA as a result of
considerable review and discussion with many
stakeholders, with the recommendation that Crime
Stoppers Boards should Opt Out of this feature.
Included in our communiques have been recommendations outlining circumstances that may necessitate IP Tracking to be engaged, and the recommended protocols to do so. Please familiarize
yourself with these memos and share them with
your entire Boards. It is also imperative that you
place the necessary Disclaimers and the “Tipsters
Bill of Rights” in highly visible areas such as you
web site. As a Board Member or Coordinator you
have an obligation to be informed and to protect
the public and Crime Stoppers programs everywhere.

worked with Bob these last few years. Even more
so was the comfort and reassurance that Bob
brought each of us during times where his counsel
was requested, or strictly providing us direction
and knowledge to avert conflict and confusion.
Congratulations to Bob & Sue and best wishes
from Crime Stoppers everywhere for a long and
healthy retirement.

I am very pleased to announce that in the upcoming weeks each Canadian Crime Stoppers program will receive two Student Video’s graciously
produced with funding from Suncor. These videos
will be free of charge, produced in English and
French, and can be used to promote the Crime
Stoppers message and draw awareness to Bullying within your schools. A special thanks to the
members of Toronto Crime Stoppers and Crime
Stoppers of York Region that assisted with this
With the restrictions in force due to COVID, CCSA project. Watch for this announcement.
held its AGM virtually on June 25 th, 2020. We
have postponed the Annual Directors Planning On September 21st, 2020 in partnership with
Sessions until October 2020 and will conduct Transport Canada, CCSA launched a national
these through the Zoom platform. We will contin- partnership on Railway Safety. A series of five
ue to look for ways to improve communication and English/French posters were created and can be
to standardized and simplify the statistical report- printed for display or used in social media opporing process.
We continue to hold regular bi- tunities. In addition, any Canadian program remonthly meetings by Zoom. At the 2020 CCSA ceiving a successful Tip on Rail Safety may qualiAGM the following Executive was elected, Treas- fy for a reimbursement of up to $300 from a fund
urer Stephanie Rarog (Saskatchewan), Secretary that was secured as part of the partnership agreeAl Hathaway Yukon/NWT, Immediate Past Presi- ment. You may send you request for reimbursedent Ralph Page (Ontario), 1st VP Dan Nairn ment directly to me or to your Regional Director to
(Ontario), 2nd VP Marc Oullette (New Brunswick), be presented to the CCSA Board.
and President Dave Forster (Ontario). Effective
July 1st, 2020 Chris Somerville of Affleck Greene The use of the tag line Say it Here is continuing to
McMurtry LLP replaced the recently retired Rob- be adopted by more Crime Stoppers programs
ert Gill as our Legal Advisor.
who are incorporating it into their regular media
and communication practices. I encourage you to
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome give this your consideration as we attempt to esChris Somerville of Affleck Greene McMurtry as tablish a common brand for all of North America.
the new Legal Counsel to CCSA. Chris has a CCSA has been working with a National Marketlong history of working with Crime Stopers pro- ing organization on a awareness campaign disgrams and I know you will find Chris accessible playing images as random numbers. It is our inand willing to help you whenever the need arises. tention to again make these images available to
Welcome Chris.
all programs free of charge to be used locally in
print and social media. We have requested that
After a long and distinguished association with the the creators provide you with the ability to add
Canadian Crime Stoppers Association Bob Gill your programs logo to the images allowing your
officially retired June 30th, 2020. It has been a program to be identified. I expect this campaign
great honor to have had the privilege to have to roll out in early October 2020.
Con’t page 4...
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As these challenging times continue, I again wish to extend my thanks and appreciation to every
volunteer, partner, and supporter of Crime Stoppers. Stay safe.
Should you have any questions or require information I can be reached at
ster@1800222tips.com.

dfor-

Respectfully,

Dave
David J. Forster
President
Canadian Crime Stoppers Association

Contraband Awareness in Ontario
The OACS has a longstanding relationship with the Ontario Ministry of Finance, Compliance Branch
for contraband tobacco tips. Programs are reimbursed 150% for successful contraband tobacco tips
through the support of the Ministry. A liaison representative from the contraband tobacco enforcement team sits on the OACS board.
As an added benefit to this relationship, with the financial support of the Ministry and the creative
work of Renegade Digital Media, the OACS developed a Community Awareness Campaign about
Contraband Tobacco. www.contrabandawareness.com is one feature of the campaign. Sections of
the site provide facts, news articles, media resources, and submit a tip tab. The site in English and
French is intended to provide basic information to the public and resources that can be used by Coordinators and Boards when making community presentations. More materials are being developed
and will be added along with news as it happens.
During the summer, the campaign included a social media outreach first to hotspots for contraband
in Ontario and then to a wider community. The key messages of the social media campaign were
that the purchase of contraband tobacco:
takes potential revenue from social programs provided by the government
profits from contraband tobacco can potentially fund other illegal activities such as
drug trafficking, the purchase of illegal weapons and other illicit activities and
creates unfair competition for legitimate businesses
Con’t page 5...
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weakness in our organization became very obvious when some vendors began to implement significant rate increases and new pricing strategies
for answering services amidst concerning service
levels. Having identified this inherent weakness
a small group of dedicated Crime Stopper volunteers worked tirelessly over a two year plus period to create the first exclusive Crime Stoppers
Call Centre (NACC). Through the generosity of a
number of our supporters and our own donations
we completed renovations, obtained furnishings,
paint, building materials and supplies, registered
a Not-For-Profit Corporation, hired staff, negotiated systems and hired skilled IT personnel to create the NACC. Like every Not For Profit the
skilled management team of NACC report to the
Board of Directors. The vision of the Call Centre
since inception has been to provide the expert
professional services that Crime Stoppers programs require to be effective while maintaining
our fees to a minimum level that only allows for
expenses to be covered. It remains my goal that
one day we will be recognized by government for
our contributions to Canadian communities and
financial support will be provided that allows individual Crime Stoppers programs to no longer incur the expense of answering
services.

Here are a few interesting statistics after only
three years of operation,

We currently provide answering services for
five provinces
We receive on average 8700 calls and 4000
web-based Tips per month
The ratio of phone tips to web tips is 2:1
In addition to Management two of our staff are
now entering their 4th year with NACC and
two are entering year 3. Congratulations!
During COVID we have experienced an increase in calls however our staff and management have respected all safety practices required keeping the Centre open and
have developed a Team environment allowing NACC to continue to provide the
highest standards of customer service.
To the entire staff of the National Anonymous
Call Centre from the Board of Directors and your
supporting programs we thank you for your professionalism and dedication. Stay safe.
Respectively Submitted on behalf of N.A.C.C.
Dave Forster

Con’t from page 4

Contraband Awareness in Ontario
Ads were run on Facebook and Google. As a result, Ads were shown 1,659,542 times; reached
510,000+ individuals; 6,803 visitors were driven to the site as result of ad buys and the Facts and
News Pages were viewed 570 times. The OACS will be launching a second social media campaign
this Fall with a different theme on the dangers of contraband tobacco.
To learn more visit www.contrabandawareness.com
Submitted by the OACS
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Nova Scotia

Nova Scotia Crime Stoppers
Things have been quiet here in Nova Scotia for the last 10 months. We started the year with our
flag raising ceremony at City Hall. We then had two events in January, our display at Halifax
Standfield Airport and our annual Battle of the Wits competition for Crime Stoppers Month and our
Shred-it-Day in September. We had to cancel many other events as well as a number of parades
throughout the summer and it looks like our Christmas Parade’s in November and December probably will be cancelled as well. We also had to cancel our AGM. Our Annual Christmas Dinner and
Awards Banquet scheduled for early December as of now, is until a go. One thing that has increased is our stats as shown below.
Best Regards
John O’Reilly, President.

The following reflects this month's and cumulative statistics attributed to the
Crime Stoppers (mainland) program since inception November 1987.

Month
Arrests

Year-

to-Date

Total

2

25

3417

Charges Laid

6

109

7651

Cases Cleared

1

19

6044

Property
Recovered

$5,782,441

$1,500.00 $9,530.00

Arson Solved

0

0

$1,245,601.

Fraud Solved

0

0

$335,869.

Drugs Seized

0 $61,736.00

Fugitives Arrested

0

Tobacco Seized

$1,500.00 $62,262.00

Awards Paid

$1,400.00 $7,000.00

$14,348,045.
4

452
$3,032,450.
$317,000.00
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Canada Dominates At 2020 CSI Awards Ceremonies
Canada Dominates At 2020 CSI Awards Ceremonies
The 2020 Crime Stoppers International Awards were announced through
Social Media from September 30th to October 6th, 2020. In the absence of
an International Conference in 2020 due to Covid-19, it was agreed that
CSI would produce a virtual awards ceremony using Facebook, Twitter
and You Tube to announce the Category Winners.
Canadian Programs were recognized in eight of the eighteen voted on by
a panel of International Judges, which included our very own Fred Hicks
from Ontario and Doug Dersch from Alberta. A special thank you should
be given to Dr. Vince Hughes of Australia and our very own Ryan Ehalt of
Saskatchewan who teamed together to produce the awards. Congratulations on producing an excellent Awards experience for all who participated.
We would like to congratulate all the winners and especially those Canadian programs whose submissions stood above the rest in their respective category. Also, a very special congratulations to Sarah Bowers-Peter
of Guelph Wellington Crime Stoppers who was recognized as the International Coordinator of the Year for her leadership, dedication and commitment to Crime Stoppers within her community, provincially and across
Canada. Well done Sarah.
The following on the next two pages is a complete listing of the winning
submissions Globally.

Well done to all the recipients.

Con’t page 8...
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Crime Stoppers
International
Awards 20201
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Media
Digital
Population up to 300 thousand
Saskatoon Crime Stoppers Canada
Social Media
Radio
Population up to 300 thousand
Crime Stoppers Guelph Wellington Canada
Talk all things Crime Stoppers – Magic 106
Television
Population up to 300 thousand
Northern Mariana Islands Crime Stoppers
Crime of the Week Program
Print
Population between 300,000-1million
Crime Stoppers Tasmania Australia
25th Anniversary Campaign
Digital
Population 1-3 million
Crime Stoppers of York Region Canada
“SAY IT HERE” Promotion
Print
Population 1-3 million
Crime Stoppers Trinidad and Tobago
20th Anniversary 2019 – Doubling of Cash Rewards
Television
Population 1-3 million
Crime Stoppers South Australia
Jason De Ieo – Cold Case Murder
Radio
Population over 3 million
Crime Stoppers Victoria Australia
Cyber Phishing Campaign
Digital
Population over 3 million
Crime Stoppers South Africa
Promotion – My SAPS app
Print
Population over 3 million
Crime Stoppers Victoria Australia
Illegal Guns Affect Everyone

Television
Population up to over 3 million
Toronto Crime Stoppers Canada
Best Television Feature

Con’t on page 9
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12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Productivity
Productivity Award
Population 0-300,000
Crime Stoppers Guelph Wellington Canada
Total Property Recovered
Productivity Award
Population 300,000 – 1 million
Greater Victoria Crime Stoppers Canada
Total Arrests
Productivity Award
Population 300,001-1 million
Saskatchewan Crime Stoppers Canada
Total Property Recovered
Specialised Training/Program
Specialised Training
Population 0-300,000
Crime Stoppers Guelph Wellington Canada
Human Trafficking Training Program
Specialised Training – Retail Safety
Population 300,001 – 1 million
Crime Stoppers Tasmania Australia
Retail Safety Campaign 2019
Specialised Program
Population 1-3 million
Crime Stoppers Western Australia
Tor Network – Online Reporting
Specialised Program
Population over 3 million
Crimes Stoppers Victoria Australia
Shutdown Cybercrime Program
Service Awards

19
20

21
22

The Paul D Boudreau - Coordinator of the Year 2020
Sarah Bowers-Peter
Crime Stoppers Guelph Wellington Canada
Coralie Wagner Memorial Award 2020
For outstanding performance at local, national and international level
Alejo Campos
Crime Stoppers Panama
Civilian of the year 2020
Darrin Carmichael
Crime Stoppers Trinidad and Tobago
President’s Awards 2020
For outstanding contribution to Crime Stoppers International.
Fiona Passmore
Crime stoppers Western Australia
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Manitoba

Crime Stoppers Programs in Manitoba Join Forces
to Fight Meth Crisis
In 2019, the Province of Manitoba was experiencing a major crisis in methamphetamine abuse of
an unappareled proportion. To fight back, the
Manitoba Illicit Drug Task Force was formed to
create a plan to stop the flow of drugs into the
province. The task force consisted of the Winnipeg Police Service, Brandon Police Service,
RCMP, and the Province of Manitoba Criminal
Forfeiture Unit.

Manitoba Crime Stoppers and Winnipeg Crime
Stoppers could prove to be an ideal solution. It
was clear these Crime Stoppers programs had
the structure and all the components they required to meet their objectives.
This was the first time in many years that the
three Crime Stopper programs have teamed up
for a province-wide campaign, showing a commitment to pushing for safer communities across
Manitoba. However, Paul Johnson, Chairperson
of Winnipeg Crime Stoppers noted it certainly
won’t be the only time the groups will work together in the near future. “The partnership acknowledged this meth crisis was not just a local crisis
but a province-wide issue affecting all of Manitoba. As a group effort, by joining forces, the partnership was able to simultaneously disseminate a
stronger, more broadly distributed cohesive message to all Manitobans.”

The Task Force knew the most effective weapon
to stop the supply of drugs was information gathering. One significant difficulty the group needed
to overcome was that citizens are often afraid or
hesitant to come forward and speak up. To open
up communication and allow people to comfortably share information, one of the task force’s key
objectives was to employ an anonymous tip line.
They recognized that the offer of a financial reward was an important incentive for some people
who have information to come forward and share The partnership with the province was a logical
that information.
choice as Crime Stoppers has worked with law
The Task Force felt the solution was to open and enforcement agencies in Manitoba for over 35
manage a 24-hour phone line, in order to ensure years. During the long-running relationship, over
citizens always had the opportunity to anony- $89 million in drugs has been successfully remously submit information. The incentive of re- moved from Winnipeg alone.
ceiving cash-for-information was to be an integral As a volunteer run community organization,
part of this initiative.
Crime Stoppers, with its valuable reputation as a
The members of the task force were familiar with well-run organization with guaranteed anonymity,
the three Crime Stoppers programs in the prov- provided the infrastructure of an established tip
ince. Partnering with Brandon Crime Stoppers, line and website (WebTips) feature that added a

Con’t on page 10
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level of trust and legitimacy. To many, the pro- essary to engage a professional advertising comspect of proven anonymity is as significant as re- pany to dedicate the time and skill required to deceiving cash rewards.
velop and manage the campaign.
As a community program, Crime Stoppers is not
bound by the rules law enforcement must follow
to deal with confidential registered informants
and payments for information. Crime Stoppers
programs do not ask any questions which can
identify a caller. Anonymity of providing TIPS is
the key to the success, as is the fact that programs can also anonymously pay a cash incentive for TIPS.
Following initial discussions with the province,
the members of the three Crime Stopper Programs, (Winnipeg Crime Stoppers, Brandon
Crime Stoppers and Manitoba Crime Stoppers)
met with the Task Force. Also joining the group
was a representative from the Manitoba Criminal
Forfeiture Unit.
After some discussion, it was proposed that the
three programs jointly apply for a grant from the
provincial Proceeds of Crime fund to develop a
communication plan to specifically target Meth
Dealers. The Task Force wanted the Crime
Stoppers programs to pay large rewards to encourage people to help identify Meth Dealers and
Importers. It was explained that the maximum
programs could pay was $2000 for a TIP but the
programs noted they were willing to enhance
awards up to the $2000 ceiling as an incentive
for successful TIPS. It was accepted that programs were not willing to go over the maximum
ceiling of $2000.
When the three Crime Stoppers programs discussed the proposal, we were candid in our approach that developing a professional provincialwide campaign using different medias, was beyond the available time and natural scope of a
volunteer board. We proposed that to accomplish this task in a timely manner it would be nec-

Fawkes Advertising owner Brian Fawkes had developed material for Winnipeg Crime Stoppers in
the past and was considered a strong supporter
of Crime Stoppers. He was also familiar with
running provincial-wide media campaigns. After
some review and consideration, Fawkes Advertising was awarded the project and Brian immediately became involved. After working together, a
realistic budget was subsequently developed.
This was key to the three programs submitting a
joint grant request which would enable an effective and professional campaign to be produced
and run throughout the province. A joint grant
proposal was submitted for $180,000. This included funds for the production and communication of the actual campaign, as well as funds for
payment of successful Meth related TIPS.
Fawkes Advertising was able to obtain the services of a local well-respected video production
company who scripted and developed a 30 and
15 second video for broadcast advertising purposes. The video production company ultimately
produced the spots at half the usual cost.
Fawkes Advertising used their influence to obtain
additional donated media from Bell Media and
Pattison Outdoor well above the inventory purchased, resulting in even more exposure. It truly
was the community partnering with us to address
this significant Meth crisis in our province.

The funds budgeted covered advertising and
marketing costs to promote the campaign, titled
SoMETHingiswrong. The campaign kicked off in
March and was to run through May, with advertisements on television, in bus shelters, billboards, and online videos.
Unfortunately, due to the impacts of the pandemCon’t on page 15
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ic, TIP results were not as overwhelming as we
had hoped, but we did receive incredible additional general exposure for the three programs.
It seemed everyone saw our SoMETHingiswrong
campaign.

key element was of course partnering with appropriate provincial authorities and obtaining access to necessary provincial funding. Having the
funds necessary to engage a professional advertising company, Fawkes Advertising, to run the
The awareness this campaign raised not only campaign was also critical.
helped law enforcement identify Meth dealers, Ultimately, with a year-to-date review of the rebut also led to the recovery of firearms and other maining available funds, we were able to continrelated criminal activity as a spin off from the ue the media campaign for September into Nodrug calls.
vember. A final report will be submitted in DeUltimately, the success of the program was due cember to the Criminal Forfeiture Unit in connecto a number of key elements. The creation of tion with the project.
the Task Force, consisting of the Winnipeg Police Service, Brandon Police Service, RCMP,
and the Province of Manitoba Criminal Forfeiture
Unit was paramount. The choice to simultaneously involve all of the Crime Stoppers programs
operating in the province was also significant.
These established successful Crime Stoppers
programs possessed all of the necessary operational and technical infrastructure and have the
reputation of providing anonymity as a cornerstone in the relationship with tipsters. Another

Paul Johnson, Chairperson Winnipeg Crime
Stoppers
Rick Thomson, Chairperson Brandon Crime
Stoppers
Boris Nowosad, Chairperson Manitoba Crime
Stoppers.

Page—12
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Ontario

Bruce Peninsula Classic Car Run
2020.08.09

closer viewing of these great vehicles.

The 44 vehicles, managed by event coordinator
Gary Johnston, left the Wiarton Keppel InternaGrey Bruce Crime Stoppers
tional Airport and moved westerly and did a slow
It was a great day for the inaugural Bruce Penin- stroll past the Gateway Haven Home before
sula Classic Car Run. By local counts 373 clas- continuing along the Oliphant Road and joining
sic and specialty cars participated in this inaugu- up with the long line of cars moving north.
ral event and gate tolls collected totaled $2,754
Due to the anticipated length of this traffic flow
with proceeds to two local charities.
Lion's Head Coordinator Carl Kitchen was notiThe best statistic, however, was the thousands fied his route, starting from the Lion's Head Areof folks on the roadsides and the residents of na, should be reversed. It was a last minute
two nursing homes who came out to enjoy the change but was made given the news of the
view and make noise of appreciation for our es- amazing turnout elsewhere. The 34 vehicles
sential service workers. Horns of hundreds of from the Lion's Head group slow strolled through
cars could be heard along the entire route from the town and around the parking lot of the GoldPort Elgin to Lion's Head and back to Wiarton. en Dawn Nursing Home where they were greetGood weather ensured a good turnout of both ed by a large gathering of residents and staff
cheering them on. This group then moved out
cars and people.
toward Pike Bay. It was a "honking good time"
The "slow stroll" commenced from four locations when these southbound members met with the
at 1:00 PM sharp. Show organizers, Morley northbound group around Howdenvale. They
Lymburner, Brenda Denny and Dennis McGuin- quickly realized how long the line was and unness selected The Sauble Beach Community derstood the need for a last minute change of
Centre as the gathering place for the 178 vehi- direction. This, unfortunately, caused quite a decles which showed up for the 1:00 PM start. As lay for folks on the East Road patiently awaiting
the cars moved out they found their progress the parade.
was slowed by the large number of beachSome of the northbound vehicles stopped for a
goers at the lights.
washroom and ice cream stop at the General
The most southerly point, managed by Dave Store in Howdenvale. News of the long line
Middleton, was from The Plex in Port Elgin with coming north encouraged the organizers to
a count of 117 vehicles winding their way north push on toward Lion's Head.
through Southampton and the Saugeen First
Nation to Sauble Beach. The delay at the Sau- The average speed of the slow stroll north from
ble traffic light made for a merging of the two Sauble was around 50 km/h with some drops to
groups and created a line of classic cars stretch- 40 km/h going through built up areas. A real
ing from Sauble Beach to just past North Oli- challenge for many of these older vehicles was
phant road at one point. Of course the slow pro- keeping their engines from overheating at a
gress meant local viewers had more time and slower pace. This was alleviated once the group
Con’t on page 14
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began their easterly trek along Pike Bay Road
and then Highway 6 running north toward Ferndale where normal speeds up to 80 km/h helped
many get their temperatures down.
Highway 6 going north was a challenge to consider for organizers. With almost 400 classic
cars going north, and the melding with the heavier traffic both north and south, a plan was in order and executed with great effect. The lead car
and others in the group flashed their headlights
at southbound cars. Of course this is the universal "radar ahead" warning used in past years
and it worked extremely well. One southbound
vehicle in particular was seen dodging into the
northbound lane to pass and noticed the flashing
headlights of the lead car far off and quickly
ducked back in line. Neat little trick and something everyone can consider when they want to
control speeders on their own local streets. Just
remember... "A quick flash stops the dash!"
Lion's Head residents have never seen a traffic
jam before but around 2:30 PM they were greeted with one on a Sunday afternoon as almost
400 classic cars came to town with most parking
on Main Street for a 15 or 20 minute break. A
good number filled the Golden Dawn nursing
home parking lot with waiting residents cheering
and applauding each car as they entered.
Smiles and laughter filled the air as many drivers
took the time to chat and greet folks on the sidewalks. Everyone in the nursing home lot wore
masks and were conscious of social distancing
as comments and memories were shared.
The Lead Show Marshal wore a reflective vest
and ensured motorists were informed where to
park and supplied with the more delicate information as to where to find a washroom, coffee,
ice cream, and the ever important butter tarts.
At around 3:00 PM a long blast of the Pace
Car's horn was heard as the entourage announced their departure on the southward trek
to Wiarton by way of the East Road to the village
of Colpoys Bay.

The routes selected includes some of the most
picturesque parts of the Bruce Peninsula. The

charm of Pike Bay is reminiscent of a typical
Maritime fishing village while Lion's Head retains
its historical charms reflecting the regions early
years of fishing and lumbering. The winding East
road, however, is much different. It took the vehicles past farm lands carved out of rock and
bush by hardy pioneers eking out an existence
and lifestyle not even imagined today. Many of
the older motorists can recall the harsh days of
stooking hay and clearing fields to make room
for homes and growing families. Something that
can be attested to by Ted Youngs, the most senior participant 90 years of age. Ted drove from
Kitchener, Ontario, with his 2009 Porsche Boxter.
Large gatherings of people greeted the entourage as it glided by the deep waters of Colpoys
Bay. The challenges of the Berford Street road
closure was well publicized and detours directed
the flow through Wiarton Streets to Gateway Haven where the large number of vehicles took a
slow stroll past the home or detoured through
the front driveway. Most of the residents enjoyed
the vehicles from the front entrance or the viewing decks. Many smiling faces and waving
hands greeted the motorists.
The final dispersal area was at the Wiarton Keppel International Airport where management had
groomed a large reception area for the motorists
to park and enjoy a meet and greet. Plans for
this were organized by Airport Manager Zach
Premate and Chef Crystal Hindman of the Hungry Hangar Restaurant.
Although the 2020 limited version of this event
came off with only a few problems, many lessons have been learned. "In the future we hope
to make this event more experiential than an actual parade," said event organizer Morley Lymburner. "In the future we will encourage folks to
invite friends and neighbours over for an afternoon party where they can relax and enjoy the
classic cars as they go by over a two to three
hour period on a summer Sunday afternoon. For
classic car owners they too can invite friends
and neighbours to ride along. Viewing these
cars on the move is the only way to truly appreciate them in their natural environment. Do not
...con’t
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think of them as cars but rather metal art or mov- Every one has accepted the reality of social dising monuments preserved as a salute to our fore- tancing through cancellations of many events.
fathers."
Charities in particular have been faced with a
challenging year for fund raising. This is why the
This event was planned as a tribute to all the
benefactors to the funds go out to Grey Bruce
front line workers who have worked tirelessly on Crime Stoppers and the Sauble Beach Lion's
our behalf in a very challenging year. "Covid-19
Club. Anyone wishing to show their appreciation
has been a cruel master of our lives for the past
for this event, and would like a tax receipt, are
six months" says Lymburner. "This event is seen, encouraged to make a donation by going
in a small way, as a challenge to the human spirit to https://www.crimestop-gb.org or writing a
and its ability to overcome adversity."
cheque to your local Lion's Clubs.

Crime Stoppers of Haldimand & Norfolk
Crime Stoppers of Haldimand & Norfolk was pleased to receive two awards of achievement from the
Ontario Association of Crime Stoppers.
Best Fundraising Concept:

Our ‘Protect your Identity’ document shredding event has been a very successful fundraising event
while raising public awareness of the need to be cautious in how personal and private documents are
disposed of. Support of a local shredding company in donating a truck and crew for three events as
well as media support in promoting the event has made this a successful venture with the public now
seeking when the next dates will be held.
Best Special Project:
Responding to a number of deaths and overdoses due to Fentanyl use in our local communities,
Crime Stoppers of Haldimand & Norfolk Board of Directors authorized a $1,000.00 reward for anonymous tips that led to the arrest of Fentanyl traffickers within our jurisdiction and a reward of $500.00
that resulted in the significant seizure of this dangerous, life threatening substance.
Response from the public was positive both in information and support of our program in initiating
this special program. Our program received significant media attention to this initiative that resulted
in donations from the public to support our program.

============================================================================
Our program held a raffle for a Big Green Egg smoker. Then the pandemic hit and once COVID restrictions were put in place, we were unable to sell our tickets face to face. We adapted by publicizing the tickets could be purchased via e-transfer and photos of the tickets were emailed to the purchaser. Response and support from the community was very good and the raffle was a relative success considering the challenges faced in selling tickets post-COVID.
While all our major fundraising events ie: gala, golf tournament were cancelled due to COVID, we
held two “contact-free” shredding days with volunteers masked and gloved. The public was asked
not to exit their vehicles and to have documents in the trunk of the car, back of a pick up, etc so they
could be retrieved without direct contact. Donations were placed in a container rather than directly
handing to a Board member.
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Program Communications
Communication is key to the success of any organization, and Crime Stoppers is no different.
With a goal of making CCSA and programs across the county the best they can be, a Communications Policy is being developed at the national level. This will provide a framework for
how CCSA communicates internally to Board members, as well as provincial and local programs. It will also offer instruction and best practices for engaging with media partners and
the public. This is crucial given the fast-paced world of journalism and the social media environment. It also provides helpful suggestions on engaging with the public as a Crime Stoppers volunteer.

A companion program is being offered to provincial and local organizations, where training
for Board members, volunteers and program coordinators can be offered remotely. Following
this virtual training, a customized manual is provided to the program, allowing for ongoing
training and continuity regarding Communications, Public Relations and Media engagement.
Developed in Ontario, the program has received a warm reception with a number of programs taking advantage of this free service.
Both the national and localized training answers questions such as "who is responsible for
replying to media enquiries", "what do we do when we receive unflattering media coverage",
"how do I get media coverage for our event/fundraiser", "what is the difference between 'live'
and 'live to tape'". It also provides strategies on how to be prepared for media engagement
as soon as a crisis occurs. Most importantly, it offers guidance on what not to do.
Training will take approximately one hour and can be facilitated via online meeting platforms.
This can be incorporated into a Board meeting or offered as a stand-alone training opportunity. This is a unique opportunity to be prepared ahead of a communications issue in a timely
and professional manner. The content was developed and is presented by Sarah BowersPeter, a former journalist and marketing specialist who is now a program coordinator for
Crime Stoppers Guelph Wellington.
Sarah Bowers-Peter
Program Coordinator

2015-2019 Winner of the "Marla Moon Memorial Award of Excellence" (Under 300,000 population)
Box 391, Fergus ON N1M 3E2

cell: 519.400.7344
sarah@csgw.tips
www.csgw.tips
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ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF CRIME STOPPERS

AWARD WINNERS

BEST PRINT
Crime Stoppers of Oxford County Inc. (100,001-299,999)
Toronto Crime Stoppers (Over 300,000)
BEST RADIO
Crime Stoppers Guelph Wellington (100,001-299,999)
Toronto Crime Stoppers (Over 300,000)
BEST STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Crime Stoppers Guelph Wellington (100,001-299,999)
Toronto Crime Stoppers (Over 300,000)
BEST VIDEO
Smiths Falls & District Crime Stoppers (Under 100,000)
Crime Stoppers Guelph Wellington (100,001-299,999)
Crime Stoppers of York Region (Over 300,000)
SPECIAL PROJECT
Smiths Falls & District Crime Stoppers (Under 100,000)
Crime Stoppers Haldimand & Norfolk (100,001-299,999)
Toronto Crime Stoppers (Over 300,000)
ONLINE EXCELLENCE - Crime Stoppers of York Region
OUTSTANDING FUNDRAISING CONCEPT - Crime Stoppers Haldimand & Norfolk
COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD - Evan Hayter, Crime Stoppers of Grey Bruce
COORDINATOR ACHIEVEMENT AWARD - Const. Aaron Tompkins, Smiths Falls & District
Crime Stoppers
CIVILIAN ACHIEVEMENT AWARD - Betty Egerdeen, Crime Stoppers of Grey Bruce
GARY MURPHY LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD - Stanley "Stan" Suffel" (Awarded
Posthumously), Smiths Falls & District Crime Stoppers
PRESIDENT'S AWARD - Sean Robbins, Sarnia Lambton Crime Stoppers

MARLA MOON MEMORIAL AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Smiths Falls & District Crime Stoppers (Under 100,000)
Crime Stoppers Guelph Wellington (100,001-299,999)
Crime Stoppers of York Region (Over 300,000)
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British Columbia

CRIME STOPPERS IN THE COMMUNITY

British Columbia got shredded in recent weeks as four Crime Stopper programs hosted local Shred Events in
September and October. Tens of thousands of pounds of confidential documents were shredded in Victoria,
Prince George, Armstrong, and Kelowna. This popular event is well received by the public who trust Crime Stoppers to dispose of their confidential documents. If you have questions regarding hosting a Shred Event, feel free
to contact any of the programs involved. See more below...

Greater Victoria Crime Stoppers held their first ever Shred-a-thon in September, inspired by stories of success from other Crime Stopper programs.
“Best Shredding” supplied the shredding truck for the event in the parking
lot of Tillicum Centre. The event was promoted via social media, radio, and
TV with support from local media sponsors Chek News and Rogers Media
blasting the message 2 weeks leading up to the event. The public were
lined up an hour before the event…and the queue never slowed through
the day. The result was two shredding trucks filled and $9000 raised. Chatting with customers it was discovered that during lockdown people cleaned
out their personal papers and had nowhere to take them...Crime Stoppers gave them a secure outlet.
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Prince George Crime Stoppers has been hosting the Shred-It
Event since 2014, starting with one event per year and adding a
second event in 2016. Since then, they have been holding
Shred-It events twice a year (spring and fall) (except Fall 2017
when the truck broke down; and Spring 2020 due to
COVID). September, 2020 was the10th Shred-It event with
dates planned already for April and September 2021). Using two trucks from “Shred It”, each event now raises over
$5100 shredding two-tons of documents. In recent years, Mr. Mikes joined the event donating their time and supplies for a community BBQ; this year raising over $1000 on September 19th. Since 2014 Prince George Crime
Stoppers has raised over $20,000 through the Shred-It-Event.

North Okanagan Crime Stoppers hosted their Shred-It event in
Salmon Arm for the second time, supported by a work crew of nine
people. People arrived well before set up, and traffic was strong
throughout the day. At $5 minimum per box most people arrived with
one or two boxes of documents to be shredded; however, one arrived
with 35 boxes. Four ads were placed in the local newspaper and twenty spots on the local radio station. Both offering special advertising
rates to offset the costs. The event was promoted on the Crime Stopper web site. In addition, $250 in donations were received during the day. Save On Foods supplied refreshments at
lunch time and the Piccadilly Mall reserved space in their parking lot Interior Shredding provided their truck and
driver/operator once again. The event is seen as an opportunity to promote Crime Stoppers and generate revenue.
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Central Okanagan Crime Stoppers shredded more than 5 tons of paper and raised close to $3000.
Staff and volunteers worked throughout the day at the parking lot of the Regional District of Central
Okanagan (a huge supporter of the Crime Stopper program!). Shredding was handled by Okanagan
Paper Shredding (locally owned and operated by Paul and Stephanie Bulmer) who donated the
truck plus their time for the event. Okanagan Paper Shredding went above and beyond...the day before the event their shredding truck broke down and could not be fixed prior to the event. Instead of
cancelling the event Paul contacted a competitor and borrowed their truck for the day!! Paul and
Stephanie saved the event!
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Newfoundland
&
Labrador
Newfoundland and Labrador Crime Stoppers Launches New Website

With its fresh new look, the new website provides visitors with up-to-date information on unsolved
crimes, our commitment to protect tipster anonymity and easy access to submit a tip.
“On behalf of the Newfoundland and Labrador Crime Stoppers Board of Directors, we thank our
amazing partner Verafin, ” said David Taylor, Board Chair of Newfoundland and Labrador Crime
Stoppers. “It is because of their hard work, dedication and continued support that we are proud to
launch this new website.”
Verafin is the industry leader in
Enterprise Financial Crime Management Solutions.
Their internal charity Veracares
provides fundraising and volunteer
support for local organizations,
and they kindly donated the time
and talents of graphic designers
and web developers to Newfoundland and Labrador Crime Stoppers. Given our mutual goal to
fight crime, a great partnership
that is very much appreciated!
NL Crime Stoppers presents Certificate of Appreciation to Verafin
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SASKATCHEWAN

2020 certainly has not been the year we and our programs expected. Like the rest of the world, we
have been navigating and adapting to these unprecedented times. Despite having to cancel many
of our regular fundraising events, our programs have pressed onward in their mission to keep our
Saskatchewan communities safe. Government funding, corporate donors, monthly donations, and
creative efforts such as online auctions have helped sustain our operations.

The first chapter of our historical missing persons initiative was very successful, bringing in a substantial volume of tips related to historical missing persons cases. We are very grateful to past Saskatoon coordinator Ryan Ehalt and our provincial team for their efforts on this impactful project
which was shared via social and traditional media channels.
The Saskatchewan region was recognized with two awards at the most recent CSI conference. Our
fellow programs around the world are doing tremendous work, and it was a great honour to be recognized for our efforts.
Digital Award for a program serving a population up to 300,000 presented to Saskatoon Crime
Stoppers for Excellence in Social Media
Productivity Award for a program serving a population between 300,000 and 1 million presented
to Saskatchewan Crime Stoppers for Total Property Recovered

After over 30 years representing Crime Stoppers at the local, national and international level, Glen
Bailey has stepped back from his positions with Crime Stoppers. Glen has been involved with the
Saskatoon and Saskatchewan organizations since their inception, and has helped these programs
grow and flourish in our province. In 2018, Glen was presented with a well-deserved Coralie Wagner Memorial Award at the CSI conference. This award recognizes outstanding performance and
commitment, personifying a spirit of community, co-operation and demonstrating qualities of leadership. We are incredibly grateful to Glen for his commitment and leadership during his time with
Crime Stoppers, and wish him all the best in his next chapter.
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New Brunswick

New Brunswick was one of the first provinces to shutdown when the COVID-19 pandemic hit
Canada. We were in complete lockdown except for essential workers and this remained until the beginning of summer when “bubbles” were permitted and created and the residents of
New Brunswick could start visiting friends and family within the three Atlantic Provinces without having to self-isolate upon returning home.
Since March, all meetings of NB Crime Stoppers (chapters and Executive Board) ceased per
the restrictions set by the NB Government. The first meetings permitted were in August and
some chapters held meeting in August and most started their meetings in September. We
also had to cancel our 34th Annual Training Conference and Banquet, scheduled for May,
due to restrictions.

We received 44 COVID tips, which we referred all these calls to the 1-800 number set by the
NB Government.
When we compare our 2020 YTD stats up to our third quarter (September) versus the 2019
YTD of the same period, we find that COVID-19 has not greatly affected NB Crime Stoppers.
Our 2020 stats show the following:
142 more tips received (less calls but more Mobile tips)
17 more arrests made
30 more charges laid
$2,625 in reward payments made
$148,375 more in Property recovered
$25,832 more in cash seized
$687,437 more drugs seized
$861,617 more in total recoveries
There has been in increase in stolen vehicles in our province as well as ATV, Seadoos,
boats and trailers. Some found completely burnt but many remain unfound.
New Brunswick as well as NB Crime Stoppers has coped quite well during this entire mess
of 2020 and we continue to move forward one day at a time.
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Alberta

Calgary Crime Stoppers Association
https://calgarycrimestoppers.org/
This has been a busy year for the Calgary Crime Stoppers Association board. We have a new president, Mr. Sudeep Bhargava who has been a member of our board for several years. Mr. Matthew Burgoyne (Past President) requested to step down due to work commitments. He continues to b a valuable member of our board. The board has also welcomed three new board members and are excited to
work with them in the coming years. Their knowledge and experience they bring to the table will only
help to strengthen our team. With this new team we are starting to work on a Strategic Plan for the
coming years. We will be focusing on building our relationships with the Calgary City Police and the
Southern Alberta RCMP District and in developing our program to meet the needs of our community.
We are also continuing to work with the other CS Associations here in Alberta to develop a unified approach to crime reduction.
We have had the opportunity to set up displays (prior to Covid 19 restrictions) at several locations in
the Calgary area. We received very positive comments from the attendee’s and event coordinators.
Due to Cove 19, we have had to reduce our fundraising activities but are hopeful that we will be able to
get them up and running again in 2021.
We have had a very busy summer with August being one of the busiest on record for this association.

Warmest regards
Robert Gollan
Media Coordinator
CCSA
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Crime Stoppers of Edmonton
&
Northern Alberta

Since its inception in 1983, Crime Stoppers of Edmonton & Northern Alberta (CSENA) has provided
an anonymous tip line for citizens to safely report crime or suspicious behavior.
Over 130,000 tips have come in since then, resulting in over 8,000 arrests, 5,700 charges
laid and $89M in property, drugs and cash seized.

To date, CSENA has authorized over $1.5M in rewards to thank the public for coming forward with
these tips that are critical in solving crime.
And while the way in which to report crime has evolved over the years – from being strictly a phone
number to today, which now includes a website and an app, our mission remains the same.

CSENA is committed to assisting police in the reduction and prevention of crime.
In 2019 alone, CSENA received over 5500 tips, leading to 238 arrests, over $1.14M in drugs
seized and over $1M in property and cash recovered. These statistics were substantially higher than 2018 – which for us, reinforces the incredible need for us to continue to provide an anonymous tip line for individuals to report crime and suspicious behaviours.
In addition to helping our police partners by providing this tip service, CSENA also works hard to educate the public about crime prevention through our magazine, media partnership, social media
channels and marketing materials.
During this world-wide pandemic, we hope that you are safe and healthy. The need for physical distancing has certainly changed the way we all live and work. And of course, many individuals and
businesses have been impacted in so many ways.
For us at Crime Stoppers of Edmonton and Northern Alberta (CSEANA), the pandemic has put a
pause on our major fundraising event of the year, Caught By Crime Stoppers.
Our annual Jail ‘n’ Bail which was to be held at the end of May 2020, is the major source of our funding (we rely solely on private donations). While we are sad not to have this event this year, we see
the bigger picture and are hopeful for future developments to combat and prevent the spread of
coronavirus.

Despite this our numbers remain strong, for the first nine months of 2020, we have received over
4073 tips leading to 117 arrests and 371 charges laid. Thanks to tipsters, CSENA helped police take $292,000 in drugs, cash and stolen property off the streets.
For more information on our organization visit crimestoppers.ab.ca, follow us on Facebook
@CrimeStoppersAB or email communications@crimestoppers.ab.ca.
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KYCS Global is pleased to provide an update on the progress with regards to their partnership with Canadian Crime Stoppers Association. KYCS Global leverages technology to build safer
communities across Canada. Through their Bluetooth, IoT (Internet of Things) and prevention products, KYCS works to protect high value assets for dealerships and consumers. Working closely with
CCSA President Dave Forster, KYCS and CCSA are continuously looking to expand the partnership
and create new fundraising revenue streams for Crime Stoppers chapters across Canada.

KYCS Global’s VP of Special Markets, Jason Lyall, who has been working with Crime Stoppers
mentions; “This partnership adds immense credibility to KYCS’ line of crime reducing products. Creating awareness of the partnership through Dave and the CS chapters is the next step”. As KYCS
Locate reaches more dealerships across Canada and the USA, the goal is to reduce and recover
more stolen assets thus freeing up valuable law enforcement time. For more on KYCS visit
www.kycs.ca

KYCS Protector is a prevention solution to defend against key fob repeaters which are a common way push button start vehicles are stolen.
The KYCS Protector blocks any key fob signal from escaping the box. Currently, KYCS is working with Toronto Crime Stoppers on a fundraising and
community vehicle theft prevention program through the KYCS Protector.

KYCS Locate is NOT a gps device – it is an IoT (Internet of Things) device
that leverages a number of technologies to pinpoint its location. Locate is
designed for all types of assets and is ideal for trailers, RVs, cars, trucks,
powersports and more. There are no monthly fees and the self-powered
battery of the device lasts up to 5 years. Installation is simple using powerful built-in magnets or a 3M adhesive, with no wiring. Updates are provided
once a day, everyday on the location of the asset. If the asset is stolen or
goes missing, the owner calls KYCS and we increase the ping rate at the
next wake up time. We are then actively tracking the asset and working
with law enforcement on the recovery.
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